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Intangible Heritage, Festival Tourism and agency 

David Picard 

Introduction 

According to the Convention adopted by the 32nd Session of the General Conference 
of UNESCO, ,intangible heritage' includes "the practices, representations, and 
expressions, as weH as the associated knowledge and the necessary skills, that 
communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural 
heritage"l. The emphasis made on social recognition seemingly breaks with the 
epistemology of former UNESCO doctrines. In this new sense, heritage appears not 
to be defined primarily through forms of expert discourse but from somewhere within 
communities or groups. This brings along a problem of agency and authority related 
to the very processes through which ,intangible heritage' becomes socially recognized 
as a such.2 The aim of this paper is to open a reflection on the particular role festival 
tourism plays in the agency of so-called ,intangible heritages'. Festivals have been 
defined as cultural forms of and about ,culture';3 cultural performances aHowing to 
enact and celebrate the multiple symbolic elements which add sense and meaning to 
the various discontinuities of everyday life.4 At the same time, contemporary festivals 
often become transnational nodes allowing a large variety of audiences to meet and 
interact. 5 The particular perspective on festival tourism - tourists participating in ,other 
peoples' festivals - is thought of to allow an analysis of different political, economic 
and symbolic dimensions underlying the processes leading to social recognitions or 
contestations of particular sets of intangible heritage. 

1. Intangible heritage and the problem ofsocial recognition 

From an academic perspective, the problem of social recognition of particular sets 
of heritage has been situated within two complementary theoretical frameworks, one 
focusing on cultural patterns underlying individual action in a community or group, 
the other stressing the discursive, dynamic and subjective expressions of social identity 
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through whieh a eommunity, group or individual makes the various relations of its 
existenee meaningful. The 2003 UNESCO definition of intangible heritage seems to 
privilege an integrative approach taking into aeeount both theoretical frameworks. 
From this point, rwo conditions appear to be neeessary to mateh the definition. On 
one hand, intangible heritage is - still- defined through an ideally objective intrinsie 
value related to artistic exeellence, historie importanee and / or eultural signifieance. 
On the other, it needs to be soeially reeognised as being apart of a community's or 
group's ,eultural heritage'. 

Human eommunities and groups tend to ereate forms of narration often used as 
parable to explain and justify their bring in the world. These are ouen expressions 
of parricular soc.ial 01' ocial-cultural coorexts; theyare diseur ive, dynamie and often 
highly politieised narrations articulating relationships within soeiety. In this eontext, 
sets, selections and interpretations of ,eultural heritage' can be seen as a partieular 
form of narration focusing on often artistie, religious, arehiteetural or gastronomie 
elements whieh allow to delimitate borders and tell stories of a eommunity or group, 
or - ultimately - humankind. 

From an an historian or anthropologieal point of view, the eontent expressed through 
these narrations does not direetly inform about the uniqueness or speeificity of a 
eommunity or group, or its contribution to the ongoing proeess of human ereativity 
and the development of knowledge.6 Usually, stories and forms of narration enaeted 
through socially recognised types of ,eultural heritage' are highly ethnocentrie 
glorifying the colleetive Self and delimiting it to an often ,barbarian' Other. Here 
lies the principal problem in regard to the eriteria of soeial reeognition of ,cultural 
heritage': Communities and groups do normally believe in the truthfulness of these 
stories and forms of narration; in the ,authenticity' of the ,cultural heritage' which in 
reality has been the output of a selection and interpretation proeess. 

Consequendy, a tension appears berween what is socially recognised by a eommuniry, 
group or individual as being pan of their culrural herimge. on one hand, and what 
is being legirimised rhrough diJl'erem rypes of political, soeial 01' aeademic aurhoriry. 
Festival can playa ceneral part in dialecrici ing this ten ion rh rough different forms 

of agency. 
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2. The role 0/ festivals in the agency 0/ intangible heritage 

Festivals are complex social phenomena which enable commUllltJes, groups and 
individuals to meet, celebrate and/or contest various symbolic elements through 
which they define their ,culture', ,society' and being together. Through conversions of 
space, discourse, performance and forms of consumption and exchange, they become 
platforms which permit to enact and communicate what a community, group or 
individual recognises - or wishes to be recognised - as its cultural heritage. This implies 
the existence of different and often contested selections and forms of interpretations 
of heritage which frequently oscillate between expert discourses, on one hand, and 
forms of socially useful discourses, on the other. By bringing these different discourses, 
narrations and respective actors together, in a single time and space frame, the festival 
has the potential to facilitate the production of and mediate meanings and forms of 
recognition of heritage.7 

Three types of agents with three different discourses can be identified: heritage experts, 
social and political stakeholders and various extern al agents. 

Heritage experts traditionally include art historians, curators, anthropologists, and 
architects, and, more recently, environmental engineers, tourism developers and spatial 
planners. These experts usually operate an academic discourse on the - supposedly 
objective or "universal" - intrinsic value of heritage based upon criteria of aesthetic 
quality and innovation, historic hallmark, cultural distinctiveness and, more recently, 
biological and landscape-aesthetic uniqueness. These academic discourses are often 
embedded within a humanist philosophy emphasising on human progress and 
creativity displayed through innovations and developments in various fields of society. 
More recently, the often too narrow and euro-centric definition of society underlying 
this discourse has been enlarged. This has led to a geographical and ideological 
decentralisation of traditional centres of heritage which now also encompass forms of 
so-called "popular" and non-European culture and cultural / historical sites. 

Asecond type of discourse is being formulated byvarious social and political stakeholders 
who, through their social position and often also their charisma, manage to create a 
social dynamic around the protection and preservation of intangible heritage. Often 
- seemingly or really - embracing the approach of academic discourse, these internal 
actors frequently define the intrinsic value of heritage as a marker of a community, 
group or individual belonging. In this context, forms of intangible heritage displayed 
and enacted through festivals have the potential to define - or contest - social 
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boundaries and values linked to plaees and/or soeial groups. Historieally, various forms 
ofintangible heritage (including folklore, food, narrations, ete.) have been recognised as 
markers of national identity, as the result of an institutionalisation process operated by 
governments and reigning absolutes. Festivals - including war as their most brutal and 
destructive expression - have played here a central role. In the eontemporary context 
characterised by an increased demographic and eeonomie mobility, new types of social 
boundaries appear. These are often defined through concepts of "plaee" and/or "group" 
defining sociallimits and forms of belonging through identity patterns built around 
spaee, ethnieity, nation, religion, diasporas, leisure interests and social-professional 
categories. In the contemporary eontext, the traditional definition of heritage mainly 
as a national pattern is neeessarily contested; it is challenged in particular by the claim 
for regional or loeal heritage on one hand and ethnic or what the French sociologist 
Maffesoli calls "neo-tribal" heritage on the other.8 However, whatever the eontext, 
there are formulations whieh create and express forms of inclusion and exclusion. The 
celebration and enactment of heritage in festivals operated through various soeial and 
political stakeholders and their respective social networks translates a proeess of agency 
and mediation of these social discontinuities. 

A third type of agents includes individuals, groups and communltles whieh are 
origjnally external ' CO a place or group. This type of agent comprises different 
categories of migrants (inclucüng rourisrs), herirage experrs and also the Jess tangibJe 
global media nerworks, ehe tourism industry and global capiral flows. By inrroducing 
[heir relative formularions and defini tion of intangible herirC!ge re1arcd ro pcop1es and 
places, these external agents challenge the internal processes of agency and mediation. 
This creates a tension which has often been semantically rationalised by the opposition 
between the local and the global.9 Indeed, from a cognitive perspeetive, the human 
brain seems to "like" systems of oppositions to articulate and make reality meaningful. 
In this eontext, the global-Iocal opposition expresses a particular way to think the 
contemporary social realities; a discourse articulating sodal boundaries between the 
"loeal" and the "stranger". At the same time, this discourse appears to be linked to a 
time frame implying a social hierarchy; the Jonger one stays in a plaee, the more he 
or she appears to be legirimised to claim the idendty of the , insider" or "loeal". In 
this sense, short staying rourisrs and other migran ts are being attributed the weakest 
possible identi ry. From an epistemological perspective however, it is clear that no 
individual is "worth" more man anorher. AJI we ean observe are human beings, their 
ereations, discourses and interaetions. 10 In this sense, from an academic perspective, 
the very notions of "place" or "group" become problematic as both appear to express 
rather soeial discourses than academic concepts. However, through the soeial practices 
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and discourses observed, categories are clearly made. Through the selection and 
interpretation of cultural heritage, communities and groups draw symbolic boundaries 
to delimit themselves from the other. 11 Here, one of the most powerful symbolic limits 
defines the insider in opposition to the outsider. External agents frequently use the 
term "locals" to refer to the people that live - or were born, or brought up - in a 
particular space. An analogue phenomenon happens for ethnic groups defined by 
kinship and - depending on the country and political doctrine - racial criteria. In this 
context, social-symbolic boundaries are not only drawn from within communities or 
groups, but also from outside. Forms of cultural heritage here become typical signifiers 
of the other. 

If from an anthropological point of view, all human beings participating in a festival 
and are observed without any prejudice, experts, insiders and outsiders should be 
equally considered through their relationships and forms of interaction. This means 
that tourists for instance should not be prejudged as passive spectators (which they 
are objectively not), but through their participation in the various performances and 
exchanges that take place in the festival. The last section of this paper will analyse in 
more detail the modalities of festival tourism with regard to the agency of intangible 
heritage. 

3. Festival tourism 

Tourists participate in festivals through different forms of exchange and consumption. 
They actively observe performances by filming, photographing, cheering and paying. 
They purchase and consume various types of "typical" food and drinks. Theyacquire 
souvenirs, smile a lot and often exchange addresses. Through the "magic" which is 
often attached in human society to the stranger, 12 they thus give a certain validation to 
the enactments, cosrumes and discourses produced by the festival organisers and other 
participants. At the same time, from the psychological perspective of the tourist, they 
create travel memo ries which they transport back to their usual everyday life spaces. 13 

Through the objectivation of their experience, they create affective links with other 
people, transnational affective webs which will ultimately contribute to sustain peaceful 
relations between communities and groups. However, in this section, the emphasis will 
be put rather on the consequences of the touristic construction of (other) people and 
places than the touristic experience. 
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The tourism industry composes places through the selection of particular texts and visual 
signs which tourism managers believe are appealing to the tourist imagination and will 
- ultimately - make them go to particular places. 14 In terms of the terminology used in 
tourism marketing, pi aces are "products" or "destinations" which can be "purchased" 
and "consumed". In this particular context, festivals and the enactment of various 
intangible heritages during festivals become part of the product "commercialised" 
by tourism operators. When tourism operators elaborate a marketing strategy and 
communication tools, they try to "package" destinations by using the terminologies 
and semantic categories through which they "reach" their potential customers. They 
hence construct their touristic products by formulating a place through the various 
aesthetic conventions, themes and categories through whieh tourists and their soeieties 
make their own world meaningful. From the perspective of European outbound 
tourism, "destinations" are subsequently organised aceording to categories such as 
,history' , ,economy', ,religion', ,folklore', ,art', ,gastronomy', ,landscape' .15 

However, espeeially in many non-European societies, social reality is constructed by 
different categories then the ones used here by European outbound tourism operawrs. 
The very notion of ,history' , for example, is not a universal pattern to narrate the 
collective being in the world.1G These categories hence often create new forms of 
communication systems operating between wurists, the tourism industry and visited 
places. The construction and interpretation of ,.,destinations" by the international 
touri m lndustry is thus ambiguous. The recurrenr touriscic question about, for 
instance, the ,past' or the ,heritage' of a society, often creates astate of emergency 
in societies where these notions are inexistent or irrelevant. In this case, they need 
to be filled with content or what Cohen calls "loeal colour"17. As a consequence, 
,cultural heritage' often becomes a signifier for the exchanges with the outside world 
rather than an expression of cultural patterns or forms of internal organisation. For 
instance, the "artworks" produeed by "Iocals" appear to serve rather the exchange (and 
maintenance) of peaceful relations with the world outside than any internal spiritual 
or artistic discourse. 18 

As a consequence, communities, groups or individuals are frequently being formulated 
in terms of the "Ioeal", "ethnic" or "national" - as if they were homogenous entities. 
In this context, the festive enactment of intangible heritages can become a signif}ring 
pracricc playing at different sodal seales. Tourists do normally nor become aware of 
the hidden poJitical and symbolic dirnen ions and tensions regarding rhe choice and 
interpretation of heritages alld rorie . This enables various internal agents to fill these 
with comenrs expressing or operating particul<u polirical or sodal rum .1 9 If internal 
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social and political stakeholders often wish to promote a particular formulation of 
the local or ethnic (by selecting particular forms of folklore, music, food, narration), 
tourists thus are often appropriated as an audience to stage and enact these specific 
forms of ethnicity or locality. At the same time, from an anthropological perspective, 
traditional communication systems and values of "host societies" may weil persist and 
transform into the new social context set by tourism.20 Despite the reformulation of 
peoples and spaces and the use of new forms of communication categories (operated 
in particular through the festive enactment of intangible heritage), basic structures 
of power and social organisation may weil be perpetuated in this new context.21 The 
introduction of "intangible heritage policies" may hence induce a ,resemanticisation'22 
of signif}ring social practices, giving the superficial impression of social and cultural 
change and homogenisation. In the contemporary world, every society, community or 
group seems to "need" to have a display of ,cultural heritage' . However, underneath the 
aesthetic appearances, basic cultural patterns of political and social organisation may 
resist and transform independently. 

Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to open a reflection on the role festivals - and in particular 
festival tourism - play in the agency of ,intangible heritage' as a cultural pattern of 
and system of social recognition and exchange in non-European societies. It has 
been stated that festivals are time-space frames enabling communities, groups and 
individuals to formulate and enact the symbolic elements defining ,culture' or ,society'. 
These symbolic elements include various tangible and intangible objects, buildings, 
spaces, performances and narrations which are socially recognised as such and are 
thus necessarily part of a collective consciousness. At the same time, festivals are 
complex social phenomenon which concentrate very different layers of social existence 
in a limited time and space. Consequently, there is no one and unique collective 
consciousness expressed through a coherent cultural performance; the festival allows the 
very different sub-groups and individuals to express their visions of the world. In this 
context, the very notion of ,heritage' and its related historie pattern emphasised by the 
2003 UNESCO definition of intangible heritage are in the first place European (and 
by extension American) forms to symbolise and enact social continuity. Subsequently, 
the emphasise on tangible or intangible heritage in or through a festival is only one 
among different disco urs es which can be observed in a festival. Furthermore, the 
selection of objects or intangible forms by which heritage is operated is interpreted in 
and according to the cultural systems and structures proper to different social contexts. 
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For instance, by emphasising on the intrinsie aesthetic or humanisric values of 
heritage, various experts oEren enact themselves a narrative ofhuman development and 
enlightenment. Social and political stakeholders, on the contrary, are habitually more 
interested in affirming social boundaries and using the academic discourse of experts 
in a metaphorical sense, to symbolise the communities or groups theyare drawing on. 
Finally, external agents (including international tour operators, migrants, medias and 
development programmes) often use forms of heritage to formulate the specificities 
of so-called "local" or "ethnic" communities and groups. In the case of European 
outbound tourism, these formulations are usually based on communication categories 
proper to European society; the other is made meaningful by using thematic categories 
including ,history', ,tradition', ,heritage', ,economy', ,gastronomy' , etc. In many non
European societies, these categories are not part of the cultural systems. However, 
they can become intermediaries or vehicles of communication and exchange with the 
world "outside", hence integrating such societies in larger - often transnationalised 
- social systems. This type of social innovation (expressed through the formulation 
and festive enactment of cultural heritage) has been observed in almost any society of 
the world. However, a resemanticisation process usually takes place transforming the 
complex and globally heterogeneous systems of meaning underlying the proteerion 
and exchange of intangible heritages in various social contexts. A social recognition of 
intangible heritage is hence achieved, often less for its aesthetic or historie value but for 
its capacity to exchange with the "global world" and maintain peaceful relationships 
with the potentially dangerous strangers. The festive enactment of intangible heritage 
thus may become a form and symbol of global participation and citizenship. 
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